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Abstract
Proof automation is a common bottleneck for industrial adoption of formal methods.
In Event-B, a significant proportion of proof obligations which require human interaction
fall into a family called invariant preservation. In this paper we show that a rewriting
technique, called rippling, does increase the automation of proofs in this family. We then
extend this technique by combining two existing approaches. An earlier version of this
paper has previously been published in [8]

1

Introduction

Event-B [2] is a “top-down” formal modelling method, which captures requirements in an
abstract formal specification, and then stepwise refines the specification into the final product.
Proof obligations (POs) are raised to ensure correctness of each development step. Most of
these POs can be discharged automatically by the Rodin platform [3], yet still 3% to 10% of
them require human interaction [6]. In an industrial sized project, this proportion of interactive
proofs can be thousands, e.g. 43,610 POs with 3.3% interactive proof in the Roissy Airport
Shuttle project [1]. One type of PO, called invariant preservation (INV) POs, can account for
a significant proportion of the POs needing interaction. To illustrate, 188 out of 317 (59%)
the undischarged POs in the BepiColombo case study1 are INV POs. Moreover, specifications
often change frequently, which requires users to reprove previously proven POs. Here we argue
that part of the problem is a lack of meta-level reasoning, since Rodin provers only work at the
object level logic. Here, we propose to use a meta-level reasoning technique, called rippling [5],
for INV POs. Our hypothesis is
By utilising rippling we can increase the automation of Event-B invariant preservation proof obligations and make proofs more robust to changes.

2

INV POs and Rippling

Machines are key components of Event-B specifications. A machine contains variables, invariants and events. Variables represent the states of the machine, and invariants describe
any
s
where
s ∈ Subs ∧ s ∈
/ dom call
then
call := call ∪ {(s 7→ (seize 7→ ∅))}
end

Notation

Definition

x 7→ y
dom(r)
rs
r;s

denotes the pair (x, y)
{x|∃y.x 7→ y ∈ r}
{x 7→ y|x 7→ y ∈ r ∧ y ∈ s}
{x 7→ y|∃z.x 7→ z ∈ r ∧ z 7→ y ∈ s}

Figure 1: An example of events & mathematical notations
1 The

case study can be found in http://deploy-eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/136/
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constraints on the states. INV POs are generated to guarantee that the invariants hold in all
states: they hold initially; and each event preserves them. To illustrate, consider the invariant
Callers = dom((call ; st)  Connected)

(1)

in which Callers, call, st and Connected are variables. Figure 1 defines an event in which s is
an argument followed by a guarded action, describing how the state changes. An INV PO (2)
is generated to ensure (1) holds under changes made in the event
s ∈ Subs, s ∈
/ dom call, Callers = dom((call ; st)  Connected) `
Callers = dom((call ∪ {(s 7→ (seize 7→ ∅)))} ; st)  Connected).

(2)

We have observed that INV POs follow a pattern of f (x) ` f (g(x)), that is, the invariant f (x)
is embedded in the INV PO f (g(x)). This feature makes rippling applicable. Rippling is a
rewriting technique which is applicable in any scenario where one of the assumptions can be
embedded in the goal. In the case of INV POs, the invariant is embedded in the goal. The
pattern showed above can be annotated as f (x) ` f ( g(x) ). f (x) is the hypothesis. The
embedding in the goal is called the skeleton (i.e. the non-boxed part), while the differences
are the wave-front, and the underline annotates the skeleton insides (but not belongs to) the
wave-front. When applying a rewrite rule, the skeleton in a goal should be preserved, and a
ripple measure must decrease, e.g. skeletons which are separated by wave-front are moving
together. To illustrate, by applying a rewrite rule f (g(x)) = h(f (x)), the annotation of the
pattern would be f (x) ` h(f (x)) , where the hypothesis f (x) is now a subterm of the goal.

3

IsaScheme and lemma conjecture

The key advantage of rippling is that the strong expectation of how the proof should succeed
can help us to build a proof patching mechanism when a proof is blocked, e.g. due to a missing
lemma. It can contribute to proof automation and makes proofs more robust to changes. This
mechanism is known as proof critics [4]. One useful critic is lemma speculation [4] which is
applicable when proofs are blocked due to a missing lemma. Meta-level annotations are used
to guide and construct the lemma being conjectured. Consider the following blocked rippling
proof:
Callers = dom(( call ∪ {(s 7→ (seize 7→ ∅))}

; st)  Connected)

we construct the left hand side of the missing lemma with one of our wave-fronts and parts
of skeletons, which is call ∪ {(s 7→ (seize 7→ ∅))} ; st. Because the skeleton needs to be
preserved, we can construct the right hand side of the lemma by introducing a meta-variable
?F1 to represent the unknown part. Then we have
call ∪ {(s 7→ (seize 7→ ∅))}

; st = ?F1 call ; st {(s 7→ (seize 7→ ∅))} st

In middle-out reasoning [7], this meta-variable is stepwise instantiated by unification during the
proof. However, higher-order unification brings a challenge for this approach. Therefore, we
propose a new approach by using IsaScheme[9] which is a scheme-based approach to instantiate
these meta-variables, to generate the missing lemmas. Given a scheme and candidate terms
and operations, IsaScheme can instantiate the meta-variables and construct and prove lemmas.
The scheme will help constrain the lemmas generated, and we can further filter out those that
will not provide valid ripple steps. The following algorithm shows more details about how to
construct a scheme and get the potential lemmas with the example showed in this section (To
make it more readable, we represent {(s 7→ (seize 7→ ∅))} as X).
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When no rewriting rules are applicable, the following process can be triggered.
1. Construct the lhs of the scheme with a wave-front and part of skeletons, i.e. (call ∪ X) ; st
2. Utilising rippling properties, we can partially predict how the term evolves on the rhs. i.e. evolve
from (call ∪ X)

; st to call ; st... . Also we need to construct a term with meta-variables to

specify the new shape of combination of the constants and variables in the wave-fronts, i.e. X,
and those next to the wave-fronts in the skeleton, i.e. st. In our example this term would be
(?F2 X st). Now we introduce meta-variables to combine these terms to compose the rhs of the
missing lemma, i.e. ... = ?F1 (call ; st)(?F2 X st) .
3. Now we have a scheme to instantiate. i.e.
Myscheme ?F1 ?F2 ≡ (call ∪ X) ; st = ?F1 (call ; st) (?F2 X st)
in which Myscheme is the name of our scheme; ?F1 and ?F2 are meta-variables to be instantiated
from a set of given terms. Then we try this scheme in IsaScheme with relevant proof context,
including assumptions.
4. IsaScheme returns potential lemmas which we can apply to unblock the current proof. In our
example, we get the following lemma, i.e. (call ∪ X) ; st = (call ; st) ∪ (X ; st) , which helps to
proceed with the proof.

4

Conclusion & Further Work

We have showed that rippling is applicable to prove INV POs. We have combined lemma speculation and scheme-based theory exploration to the discovery of missing lemmas when proofs are
blocked. This has to be done manually in Rodin. Moreover, with meta-level reasoning and its
patching mechanism, the robustness of proofs can be improved, as the proof strategy remains
the same even if the POs are required to be re-proven when specifications change. Currently
these schemes are deduced manually, and next we plan to automate this process.
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